
                    S.R.L. Customer Name 
Date and City :

       Address 

Address :Via Alessandro Volta ,5-31038  loc, Castagnole Phone 

 ( Paese ) Treviso Italy  Phone & fax+39-0422-958429

 M.l +39 3487766563 WhatsApp  Size europe 34.5 35 35.5 36 36.5 37 37.5 38 38.5 39 39.5 40 40.5 41 41.5 42

  Size UK 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9.5

 P.iva 04593460266  Size USA 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 Quantity Prices 

        Model Name Product Description Material COLOR PAIRS    per Pair

 

 

total pairs

by bank transfer to the account of OL JIMMY shoes SRL with ProForma invoice- a) the remaining sum of 65% of the value of the goods shall be paid by the customer by bank transfer before the goods are shipped with ProForma invoice.     
b) before the shipment and packing of the goods, a detailed list and alleged delivery of the goods will be sent to the customer with ProForma Invoice.-3) The shipping process is always (FOB)- 4) The order is considered to be accepted  

8) The Ol Jimmy Shoes Srl company agrees to a discount for quantity or for cash payment - 9) the discount is agreed with the customer based on the quantity ordered      Signature of approval order

ORDER n°   

Email – info@olyimmyshoes.com-freeorgiana@libero.it 

Terms and Conditions- 1) All payments must be paid (Swift) depending on the amount of goods sold-2) When ordering  35% of the total value of the goods ordered by the customer must be checked

a) the customer has paid the 35% deposit and the regular procedures in order (article 2-a) documentation necessary to proceed with production-b) once all the documentation is in order and confirmed by email communication, from that moment on we proceed 
 to the regular production procedure.-6) Reference samples are charged to the customer with an increase in the price list of 25%-a) the payment of the samples is in cash by bank transfer and ProForma Invoice, plus shipping costs with the company DHL or 

campany recommended by customer.-7) The cost of transporting the samples will be communicated to the customer with a ProForma invoice accompanied by a document of the transport company a few days before the  .shipment of the samples

mailto:com-freeorgiana@libero.it
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